
Education hub content brief 
 
These guides are to sit on a new educational content hub on Chicken House’s website. The 
content will be free to access, and should be of value to teachers and librarians.  
 
We will ensure the content is designed nicely - so don’t worry about presentation of content! 
As long as the guides are clear to understand, we’ll sort the rest.  
 
Discussion/ reading guides 
 
These can be broken down by chapter, or a group of chapters - that’s entirely up to you! It’s 
crucial that the questions posed have a clear learning objective link and are relevant to the KS2 
curriculum. 
 
Questions should primarily concern reading/comprehension, but subject crossover questions 
should also be used. It’d be great if these could be colour-coded as per the Maz Evans example, 
but don’t feel that all subject areas have to be used - we only need questions that are genuinely 
relevant to the text. A balance of short and long questions would be great.  
 
It won’t be relevant for all questions or discussion points, but sample answers/ examples 
should be provided where necessary. 
 
Activity idea guides 
 
This largely concerns the ‘writing opportunities’ and ‘cross curricular opportunities’ columns 
on the Maz Evans’ example, but we’ll be presenting these as separate downloadable PDFs 
on-site.  
 
A balance of writing and creative activities is encouraged, but these don’t have to be rigidly 
per-chapter. If they do refer to a certain part of the book, just mention that in the question. 
 
We will be able to provide the first chapter as an extract on the hub, but please highlight if 
there are any sections that you’d like to focus on with activities, and we can try and arrange to 
have further extracts available too. We also need to make sure that all activities have a clear 
learning objective, and where possible, link into the KS2 curriculum again.  
 
Thanks again for your involvement in this - we can’t wait to see what you produce! Don’t forget 
to send us any branding imagery/logos of yours that you’d like us to include in the design - we 
want to make sure we credit you as fully as possible! 


